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Abstract—In the field of intelligent building research, in order to meet the business needs of developing intelligent device monitoring software flexibly and quickly, a configuration software including configuration module and running module is designed for the wireless ad hoc network monitoring system in intelligent building. In this thesis, the overall architecture of the configuration software of intelligent device and the components, such as intelligent device model library, data processing algorithm model library and other components are designed. The configuration software can be used to develop the monitoring software of intelligent devices with space as a management unit. Especially when the number or type of intelligent devices changes, users can rapidly complete the reconstruction of the monitoring software by only configuring the intelligent devices model corresponding to the intelligent devices which have been changed. At present, A monitoring software based on the configuration software has been verified and applied in the wireless ad hoc network monitoring system of Shandong Jianzhu University Passive Experimental Building, and the experimental results show that the design of the configuration software is feasible and effective.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development of computer technology, there have been some limitations in the current architecture of building intelligent system, such as large configuration workload, lacks of scalability and flexibility, and the difficulties in realizing coordinated operation function cross systems[1]. In [2], a architecture of building intelligent system is proposed, which can realize self organization, plug-and-play of intelligent devices, and flat systems. The application of the wireless ad hoc network monitoring system in intelligent building is shown in Figure 1. There are several intelligent devices that communicate with each other through the wireless ad hoc network in the room(space unit), such as IoT node, curtains, lamps, sockets, sensors, and so on. Specifically, IoT node is a kind of intelligent node with the data preprocessing and device management function[4]. The intelligent devices can realize ad hoc network and Plug-and-Play when they are increased or decreased from the wireless ad hoc monitoring system, and meanwhile the data information of the related intelligent devices will be automatically added into or deleted from the data frame that will be uploaded to the server through the IoT node.

This paper introduces a kind of configuration software for the wireless ad-network monitoring system in intelligent building, which is applied to construct the intelligent device monitoring software. Through the simple drag and drop, the monitoring software can be constructed and reconstructed quickly and flexibly by using intelligent device model and data processing algorithm model without tedious coding.

II. COMPOSITION OF THE WIRELESS AD HOC NETWORK MONITORING SYSTEM IN INTELLIGENT BUILDING

The architecture of the wireless ad hoc network monitoring system in intelligent building is shown in Figure 1. There are several intelligent devices that communicate with each other through the wireless ad hoc network in the room (space unit), such as IoT node, curtains, lamps, sockets, sensors, and so on. Specifically, IoT node is a kind of intelligent node with the data preprocessing and device management function[4]. The intelligent devices can realize ad hoc network and Plug-and-Play when they are increased or decreased from the wireless ad hoc monitoring system, and meanwhile the data information of the related intelligent devices will be automatically added into or deleted from the data frame that will be uploaded to the server through the IoT node.

III. CONFIGURATION SOFTWARE DESIGN

A. Architecture Design

As shown in Figure 2, the configuration software for the wireless ad hoc network monitoring system in intelligent
building is consisted by the configuration module and the running module:

- **Configuration module**: the component for constructing monitoring software, is used to realize the configuration of the monitoring interface and the data points, and saves the project by outputting the data file in a specific format. It includes configuration component, intelligent device model library and data processing algorithm model library.

- **Running module**: the component for running monitoring software is used to load the data file which is output from the configuration component, realizes the visualization of the intelligent device operation data, and control the intelligent device through the communication component. It includes running component, data center (including real-time database and historical database) as well as the component-based communication interface (communication component). The historical database adopts the mainstream relational database, such as Oracle or SQL Server.

**FIGURE II. CONFIGURATION SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM**

**B. Components Design**

The configuration software is composed of the following core components: configuration component, intelligent device model library, data processing algorithm model library, data center, running component and communication component. The design and functions of each component are as follows:

- **Data Center**: It is the center of the whole configuration software and defines the full set of intelligent equipment’s’ data type. There are two parts, real-time database and historical database, in the data center that the first one is constructed in a memory mapping file based way, while the other one back the data of real-time database up in the regular intervals.

- **Configuration component**: it is used to customize the monitoring interface, configure the connection between the operating parameters of the intelligent device model and the data center data point, and save configuration engineering by exporting a specific format of data files. It contains the monitoring interface designer, the parameter configuration tool, the control logic editor, and the engineering file output tool.

- **Intelligent device model library**: providing common intelligent device models, the properties of which include devices model’s types, operating parameters, operation interfaces, and the logos. The intelligent device model library is provided in the form of dynamic link library, and can be expend by software developers according to the actual needs.

- **Data processing model library**: providing common data processing models, the properties of which include types, number of input, and number of output, parameters, and logos. The data processing model library is provided in the form of dynamic link library, and can be expend by software developers according to the actual needs.

- **Running component**: it is responsible for loading and running the data files output from the configuration module, interact with the data center based on the C/S architecture, provide the man-machine interaction interface, implement the data visualization and remote manipulation of intelligent devices.

- **Communication component**: it is responsible for the communication between real-time database and the Iot nodes, mainly the encapsulation of TCP/IP communication protocol. Protocol data frame information includes the number, type and operation data of intelligent devices that in space unit. Communication component is provided for real-time database calls in dynamic link libraries.

**C. Interfaces Design**

1) **Interaction between the configuration component and the data center**: The interaction between the configuration component and the data center is based on the WebService interface, and configuration component mainly interacts with the historical database of the data center. According to the user's different needs, the configuration component and data center can be centralized deployment or decentralized deployment based on C/S architecture. When users start to configure monitoring software based on the configuration component, they need to login the authorized account firstly, and establish the communication link with the data center. The main process of interaction is as follows: The configuration component sends a data frame to the data center, which includes user’s ID and password, and the data center judges whether the user is a legitimate user according to the user’s ID and password provided by the user;

If the user is legitimate, data center will package the ID, name, type, and operating parameters of all the smart devices under the user right to the configuration component. If not, a denial of service message will be returned.

2) **Interaction between the running component and the data center**: The interaction between the running component and the data center is based on the WCF interface, and the running component mainly interacts with the real-time
database. Similar to the configuration component, the running component and data center can be centralized deployment or decentralized deployment based on C/S architecture. The main process is as follows:

According to the configuration information in the data file, the running component will send requests to the data center for the real-time operating data of the intelligent device or send the control instruction, the data center returns the corresponding data or the result according to the request, and then the running component refreshes monitoring interface with the data or the result.

When the real-time operating data of intelligent device which is received by the data center through the communication component changes, the data that is changed will be pushed to the running component immediately.

When the running component is closed, the logout instruction is sent to the data center and the communication link is also disconnected. After receiving the logout instruction, the data center stops the service of the running component.

D. Design of the Intelligent Device Model Library

The intelligent device model in traditional configuration software, including model logo and operating parameters, is not professional enough for building industry, which has led to a great limitation on building friendly monitoring interface and data collecting, storing and analyzing of intelligent device. Based on the object-oriented theory, fourteen intelligent device models are defined according to the actual requirements. The model information includes the name, type, operation parameters, operation interface and logo of the device.

The intelligent device model is classified and established according to the common intelligent device in the intelligent building. Based on the general electrical equipment class, detection sensor class, general class three types as the principle of classification, the intelligent devices are divided into 14 categories which include switch, socket, curtain controllers, air-conditioning terminal, infrared forwarding module, temperature/humidity/light intensity, PM2.5/10, Person detection, CO2 concentration, CO concentration, electrical parameter detection, Abnormal alarm, Home mode controller and general intelligent device model. The intelligent device model library is not limited to the fourteen models, and the software developers can expand the custom model according to the actual requirements. The typical intelligent device model design in the fourteen models is shown in Table 1, and the logo of the typical model is shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Operating parameters</th>
<th>Operation interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socket</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>ON/OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Single; Double; Triple</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>ON/OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Humidity Light Intensity</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Temperature value; Humidity value; Light intensity value</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical parameters</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Voltage; Current; Power factor; Harmonic value</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person detection</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Number of person</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2 concentration</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Concentration value</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioning terminal</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Wind speed; Setting temperature; Working mode; State</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal alarm</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The logo of the intelligent device is divided into two kinds: static and dynamic. The static device model logo only displays fixed information, which does not change the appearance of logo, while the dynamic device model logo changes according to the changes of the operation data. The dynamic device model logo is implemented by the way of image superposition, taking the temperature/humidity/light intensity model logo as an example, in which the temperature part is composed of two parts, as shown in Figure 4:

The section2’s height property of the temperature logo is bound to the real temperature sensor's real-time data. When the system is running, the height of the section2 of the thermometer logo will follows the temperature value supported by the data center, so as to realize the dynamic effect of the logo.

E. Design of the Data Processing Algorithm Model Library

The disturbance of uncertain factors in the environment, signal processing difficulties in the hardware circuit of the electrical equipment and the defect and weakness of the hardware itself in the sensor measurement link will bring about the inaccuracy of the measurement data [5]. In this paper, the data processing algorithm model is used to solve the problem, which includes the digital filtering algorithm for overcoming large pulse interference (amplitude-limiting filtering algorithm, median filter algorithm) and the average filtering method for suppressing small amplitude high frequency noise (average filter algorithm, moving-weighted-average algorithm) and so on. The data processing algorithm model is designed and implemented based on the object-oriented method, and applied between the real-time database and the intelligent device model.

Using the monitoring interface designer, multiple room monitoring interface are created as the Basic management units. Using the actual room picture as a background, adding intelligent device models and data processing algorithm models to each room monitoring interface through drag and drop, and dragging intelligent device models to the position where is corresponding with the actual position of intelligent devices, so as to implement the construction of each room monitoring interface rapidly.

Using parameter configuration tool to set up the relationship between the intelligent device models, data processing algorithm models, and real-time database.

Using the control logic editor to set the logic relationship between the parameters of each room's intelligent device model, such as the judgment condition, timer, etc.

Using the Engineering file output tool to save the entire project as a data file in a specific format.
Using the running component to load the data file, realizing the intelligent device real-time monitoring and controlling through the interaction with the data center.

In particular, when the monitoring software needs to be reconstructed, the intelligent device model corresponding to the type or number changed of intelligent devices in the space unit will be reloaded to the monitoring interface designer. Only need to complete the configuration of those intelligent device models, users can realize the reconstruction of the monitoring software. Figure 6 is the monitoring interface for a room in the configuration state, Figure 7 is the monitoring interface of a room in the running state, and Figure 8 is the logical connection between each model in the room's monitoring interface and the real-time database.

V. CONCLUSION

A configuration software for the wireless ad hoc network monitoring system in intelligent building is designed and realized in this paper, provides the development-running environment, the intelligent equipment model, the data processing algorithm model, and encapsulates the custom TCP/IP communication protocol in the component form. Through configuration and customization, the software can be flexibly constructed by using the components of intelligent device model library, data processing algorithm model library and so on, so as to achieve the purpose of using space unit as the basic management unit, and realize the coordinated operation of intelligent devices that serving the same space. Compared with the traditional configuration software, the software has the advantages of flexibility and industry characteristic, and thus is worth popularizing in the field of intelligent building.
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